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ABSTRACT 

 

There are two main components of the solar radiation that arrives at the earth’s surface: beam 

radiation and diffuse radiation. Beam (also referred to as ‘direct’) radiation is the portion of 

solar irradiance that arrives without being scattered by the earth’s atmosphere. Diffuse radiation 

is the portion which has been scattered or reflected by the earth’s atmosphere. There already 

have been some existing approaches to examine the beam and diffuse fraction ratio, but these 

methods have inevitable drawbacks that limit their usage. This thesis project proposes a new 

method for estimating diffuse solar radiation – by using the power output from photovoltaic 

panels. Since civil photovoltaic panels are not designed for scientific requirements and they are 

not capable of measuring beam radiation and diffuse radiation separately or accurately, this 

thesis project designs a single mathematical model that can separate the beam radiation and 

diffuse radiation accurately from the data recorded by photovoltaic panels. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Solar radiation is a group of rays and electromagnetic waves emitted by the sun. This radiation 

crosses the vacuum of space before arriving at the top of the Earth’s atmosphere. This is called 

extra-terrestrial radiation. At this radiation travels through the atmosphere to reach the surface 

of the Earth, the solar radiation is refracted, scattered and reflected. The radiation that reaches 

the ground of earth is divided into two groups: beam (or direct) and diffuse radiation. The 

combination of these two components is called global radiation. 

Due to the wider-spread of solar power and more demand on clean energy, it is crucial to know 

the amount of beam and diffuse radiation. Existing solar measurement systems quantify the 

percentage of beam and diffuse radiation precisely through two instruments known as the 

pyrheliometer and pyranometer. They must be mounted on a sun tracker unit that follows the 

sun across the sky, with the pyrheliometer measuring the beam radiation by pointing directly at 

the sun and measuring diffuse radiation by shading from the beam radiation with a shade ring 

or disc. 

This system is highly accurate, however, there are several key drawbacks. Firstly, the cost of 

the devices is high, with a single monitoring site costing more than $30,000 and the regular 

maintenance and calibration costs are prohibitive. Secondly, the equipment requires a relatively 

large surface area and deployment of the devices in an unshaded location is difficult. Thirdly, 

the accuracy of the data from the system is subject to weekly maintenance and regularly 

calibration, thus wrong or missing records occur occasionally during the measurement. 

Therefore, another measuring approach with low cost is more often used. 

It is much more common to use a pyranometer to measure the total, or global, solar radiation, 

which is the sum of beam radiation and diffuse radiation.  The pyranometer is a stationary, 

levelled monitoring station. This costs approximately 10-20% as much as the sun-tracking 

system. With this measurement, a model is then used to separate the diffuse and beam 

components. This type of model is called a “separation” or “diffuse fraction” model.  The 

traditional approach uses the clearness index KT as a primary predictor variable within these 

models. 

However, there is another technology which is now indirectly measuring the global radiation 

from the sun, photovoltaic solar energy systems. It is becoming common to have hundreds or 
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thousands of such systems recording their power output in a given region. Could their data be 

used to estimate direct and diffuse components of radiation in a similar fashion?  

This thesis project will explore the potential to use a selection of PV systems and a new clear 

sky index called KPV to estimate the hourly averages of the beam and diffuse components of 

radiation.  This KPV index is termed “the clear-sky index for photovoltaics” and was created by 

Engerer and Mills 2014 (Engerer & Mills, KPV: A Clear-Sky Index for Photovoltaics, 2014).  

Initial research conducted by the thesis supervisor Dr. Nicholas Engerer suggests that new 

separation models using KPV could be used in a manner similar to those KT to predict the diffuse 

fraction of the ‘global’ radiation measurements provided by PV systems.  Therefore, the 

research question of this thesis can be summarise as: Could KPV be used to estimate beam and 

diffuse components of global radiation? 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

There are many existing models designed to separate beam and diffuse components from global 

radiation. The papers selected for review herein will be used to support the selection of predictor 

variables for future KPV based models. One of the most common features of these models is the 

use of a clearness index KT proposed by Liu & Jordan, which is the ratio of total radiation on a 

horizontal surface to extra-terrestrial insolation on a horizontal surface, while the foundation of 

them depends on different data resource and description. In most cases, the index KT is treated 

as an independent variable. For instance, in the paper written by Alam et al, 6 different models 

are mentioned and compared. The first diffuse irradiance model for monthly mean daily 

estimation is made by Liu & Jordan. The formula is showed below. 

𝐻𝑑

𝐻𝑜
= 1.39 − 4.027𝐾𝑇 + 5.531𝐾𝑇

2 − 3.108𝐾𝑇
3             for 0.3 < 𝐾𝑇 < 0.7 

where 
𝐻𝑑

𝐻𝑜
 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

The second model is called Erbs, Kelvin & Duffie (EKD) Model, and its expression is 

demonstrated as: 

𝐻𝑑

𝐻𝑜
= 1.317 − 3.023𝐾𝑇 + 3.372𝐾𝑇

2 − 1.769𝐾𝑇
3           for 0.3 < 𝐾𝑇 < 0.8 

where 
𝐻𝑑

𝐻𝑜
 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

The third model is proposed by Reindl et al for hourly estimation, of which the data are from 

weather stations in Europe and USA. The expressions are displayed below. 

𝐾𝑑 = 1.45 − 1.67𝐾𝑇                       for 0.3 < 𝐾𝑇 < 0.78 

𝐾𝑑 = 1.02 − 0.248𝐾𝑇                     for 𝐾𝑇 ≤ 0.3 

𝐾𝑑 = 0.147                                      for 𝐾𝑇 ≥ 0.78 

where 𝐾𝑑 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

The fourth model established by Jacovides et al is exhibited below. 

𝐾𝑑 = 0.94 + 0.937𝐾𝑇 − 501𝐾𝑇
2 + 3.32𝐾𝑇

3               for 0.1 < 𝐾𝑇 ≤ 0.8   
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𝐾𝑑 = 0.987                                                                 for 𝐾𝑇 ≤ 0.1   

𝐾𝑑 = 0.177                                                                 for 𝐾𝑇 > 0.8   

where 𝐾𝑑 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

Soares et al propose the fifth model, of which the data resource is from Sao Paulo. It is expressed 

below. 

𝐾𝑑 = 0.9 + 1.1𝐾𝑇 − 4.5𝐾𝑇
2 + 0.01𝐾𝑇

3 + 3.14𝐾𝑇
4      for 0.17 < 𝐾𝑇 < 0.75 

𝐾𝑑 = 1                                                                         for 𝐾𝑇 ≤ 0.17   

𝐾𝑑 = 0.17                                                                    for 𝐾𝑇 > 0.75   

where 𝐾𝑑 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

Boland et al also make a model, and its formula is shown below. 

𝐾𝑑 =
1

1+𝑒𝛽0+𝛽1𝐾𝑇
                    𝛽0 = −5.0033, 𝛽1 = 8.6025 

where 𝐾𝑑 is the proportion of diffuse radiation.  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009) 

It is not difficult to notice that the formulas of most of the above models are just polynomial 

while the coefficients are different. Nevertheless, these models are designed for specific 

locations and probably they are not able to be utilized to estimate diffuse radiation from other 

regions. In other words, the coefficients of the polynomials should be replaced by other 

variables so that different models for different areas can be unitized.  

To develop an effective model, it is essential to have a correct choice of an appropriate set of 

variables to limit the number of free parameters in the model and gain reliable generalization 

with finite data. One option of the extra variables is a set of meteorological factors. Alam et al 

consider the latitude (Lat), longitude (Lon), altitude (Alt), time, months of the year (MOY), air 

temperature (AT), relative humidity (RH), rainfall (RF), wind speed (WS) and net long 

wavelength (LW) as the meteorological factor in the model  (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009). 

Figure 2-1 demonstrates the relation between the potential variables and the fraction of diffuse 

radiation described by multilayer structure (Alam, Kaushik, & Garg, 2009). 
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Figure 2-1: The multilayer architecture of the relation between the potential variables and clearness index 

(proportion of diffuse radiation) 

Furlan et al consider four major meteorological, conventional factors to establish the model of 

examining diffuse radiation: (a) traditional meteorological variables (air relative humidity %, 

air temperature, surface pressure mb); (b) atmospheric pollution (particulate matter 

concentration at the surface, μgm-3); (c) cloudiness and cloud type; (d) seasonality (Furlan, de 

Oliveira, Soares, Codato, & Escobedo, 2012). Figure 2-2 exhibits the relation between the 

diffuse fractions and relative humidity, air temperature, pressure, and cloudiness respectively 

(Furlan, de Oliveira, Soares, Codato, & Escobedo, 2012). The functionality of Kd vs. KT 

regarding the meteorological factors can be found from these relations.  
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Figure 2-2: Box-plot diagrams of diffuse fraction Kd for (a) relative humidity, (b) temperature, (c) pressure 

and (d) cloudiness. For each variable, solid lines represent fitted third degree polynomial functions 

According to the analysis above, a new model is established below. 

𝐾𝑑 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1(𝐾𝑡 − 𝑐)𝐼𝑘>0.228 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑞𝑋𝑞 

where 𝐾𝑑 is the proportion of diffuse radiation; β0, β1, …, 𝛽𝑞 are coefficients of the regression 

models; 𝐼𝑘>0.228 is 1 when k>0.228 but 0 when k<0.228; 𝑋2, …, 𝑋𝑞 are the meteorological 

variables  (Furlan, de Oliveira, Soares, Codato, & Escobedo, 2012). The simulation result is 

shown in Figure 2-3 (Furlan, de Oliveira, Soares, Codato, & Escobedo, 2012). 
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Figure 2-3: Kd versus KT diagram comparing observed and modelled Kd values using (a) model (4), (b) 

model (4) considering only the effects of meteorological variables and (c) model (4) considering the effects 

of meteorological variables. 

Boland et al consider another factor apparent solar time (AST) to make a model with better 

correlations of Kd vs. KT, so the new model is expressed as below. 

d = c +
1 − 𝑐

1 + 𝑒𝛽0+𝛽1𝐾𝑇+𝛽2𝑡
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where d is the proportion of diffuse radiation; t=AST; 𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝛽2 and c are coefficients to be 

determined (Boland, Scott, & Luther, 2001). Figure 2-4 demonstrates the simulation result of 

the new model and the real data of Adelaide (Boland, Scott, & Luther, 2001). 

 

Figure 2-4: The time dependent model for Adelaide data 

There is another viable option of the extra variables, which actually affect the clearness index 

KT. In the paper of Ridley et al, a persistence is proposed as an extra predictor, which is the 

average of both a lag and a lead of the clearness index. 

𝛹 = {

𝑘𝑡−1 + 𝑘𝑡+1

2
                  𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 < 𝑡 < 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝑘𝑡+1                                 𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑘𝑡−1                                  𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

 

where 𝑘𝑡 =
𝐼𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙

𝐻0
 (Ridley, Boland, & Lauret, 2010) 

According to the above principle, a new model with respect to the new predictor is established 

as below. 

𝑑 =
1

1 + 𝑒𝛽0+𝛽1𝑘𝑡+𝛽2𝐴𝑆𝑇+𝛽3𝛼+𝛽4𝐾𝑇+𝛽5𝛹
 

where d is the proportion of diffuse radiation; AST is the apparent solar time; α is the solar 

altitude; 𝛽0, 𝛽1, 𝛽2, 𝛽3, 𝛽4 and 𝛽5 are coefficients to be determined.  (Ridley, Boland, & Lauret, 

2010) 
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In the paper of Torres et al, there is another approach to assess the normal direct irradiance, 

from which the diffuse irradiance can be determined. 

𝐺𝑏,𝑛 = 𝐺𝑏,𝑛,𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 × 𝑋(𝐾𝑇
′ , 𝜃𝑍, 𝑊, ∆𝐾𝑇

′ ) 

𝐾𝑇
′ =

𝐾𝑇

1.031exp (−
1.4

0.9 +
9.4
𝑚

) + 0.1
 

∆𝐾𝑇
′ = 0.5(|𝐾𝑡𝑖

′ − 𝐾𝑡𝑖+1

′ | + |𝐾𝑡𝑖

′ − 𝐾𝑡𝑖−1

′ |) 

where 𝐺𝑏,𝑛,𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐 is the normal direct irradiance regarding the clearness index KT and the solar 

zenith angle through the relative air mass; 𝑋(𝐾𝑇
′ , 𝜃𝑍, 𝑊, ∆𝐾𝑇

′ )  is determined by a four 

dimensional look-up table consisting of a 6*6*5*7 matrix.  (Torres, De Blas, Garcia, & de 

Francisco, 2010) 

Generally, there are various factors that may affect the relation between the clear-sky index and 

diffuse fraction. This thesis project focuses on the factors of meteorology and the index stability. 

Since the aim of this project is to build a simple model to explain the relevance, correlation 

between the considered factors and the diffuse fraction is evaluated to select valid predictors 

for the future model construction. 
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Chapter 3 Data Collection 

The framework for data collection in this study is based on the work in Engerer and Mills 2014 

which used publicly available PV power output from systems in Canberra, Australian Capital 

Territory, Australia reported to the webpage http://pvoutput.org. This public website contains 

submissions of PV output data from web users, and the data were uploaded via special monitors 

connected to the inverters. 

This thesis project has extracted data from solar energy systems from this webpage by 

identifying PV systems located within 25km of solar radiation monitoring sites maintained by 

the Bureau of Meteorology. The 25km radius ensures that the hourly averages of PV system 

power output and solar radiation are well correlated. 

3.1 ID RADIATION SITES WITH PV SYSTEM NEARBY 

The first step of data collection in this individual project is to confirm and locate all the 

accessible BoM pyrheliometer and pyranometer measurement sites in Australia as well as 

pinpoint the sites with relatively complete data of received solar power, properties of the station 

sites (e.g. modulus types) and information about the surrounding environment (e.g. relative 

humidity). From the selected stations, it is possible to access completed data of the local solar 

irradiance. Then Google Maps is utilized to locate the PV systems within the 25 kilometre 

radius. In this thesis project, PV output systems near BoM radiation sites were identified in Mt 

Gambier, Mildura Airport, Rockhampton Aero, Darwin Airport, Cairns, Melbourne Airport and 

Adelaide. The locations of all the sites of the PV systems are described with latitude and 

longitude, which are extracted from the PVOutput website. For those sites of which the latitude 

and longitude are not provided on the website, Google Maps is utilized to estimate the 

approximate latitudes and longitudes via looking for the PV panels from satellite images 

manually. Figure 3-1 depicts the general process of locating the PV systems. 
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Figure 3-1: Visualisation of the selection process for PV systems near BoM Radiation Measurement Site 

3.2 GATHER INFORMATION ABOUT PV SYSTEMS 

In the second step, accessible features of these PV panels are recorded. The basic features of 

the PV panels are shown in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1: Basic features of PV panel systems 

No. Basic Features of PV Panel Systems 

1 User ID for PVOutput.org 

2 Site ID (unique to each system) 

3 Start date for when data start being logged 

4 Size of the PV system in watts 

5 Orientation of the system/where the system faces 

6 Tilt of the system from the horizontal 

7 Number of PV modules in entire system 

8 Rating in watts of each module 

9 The degree of how the panels are blocked by obstacles 

10 Number of inverters 

11 Rating in watts of the inverter 

12 Australia postal code of the site 

13 Latitude of system 

14 Longitude of system 

Bureau of Meteorology 

PV Panel System 

Radius=25km 
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No. Basic Features of PV Panel Systems 

15 Degree of the reliability of the location given from the website 

16 Reporting interval 

17 Name of system 

Generally, the features mentioned in the above table describe the properties of the selected PV 

panel stations, and they are deployed in the models to simulate the performance of the solar 

power systems. For instance, the user ID and site ID identify each solar panel system, and they 

can be used to retrieve the site with potential errors. The size of the PV system is defined as the 

total rated capacity. The orientation and tilt of the system are used for the simulation of clear 

sky conditions and the estimation of the amount of received solar horizontal irradiance. The 

number of PV modules, the rating of each module, the number of inverters and the rating of 

each inverter are used to simulate the clear sky performance of each solar system. The degree 

of shading is used to eliminate the influence of radiation obstacle. Postal code, latitude and 

longitude are used to describe the exact location of each solar system. Reliability of the location 

is used to evaluate the preciseness of each site’s location. Reporting interval is used to calculate 

the hourly solar data. Table A-1, A-2 and A-3 in the Appendix provide these features of the 

seven chosen locations. 

To fit and evaluate the performance of any new radiation models, it is necessary to gain 

irradiance data as a reference. Irradiance data with a set of standard radiation measurements 

and direct measurements of the solar zenith angle are most often extracted from the BoM 

radiation measurement sites. The standard reporting interval is 60 seconds. Table 3-2 

demonstrates the standard radiation measurements of the irradiance data. 

Table 3-2: Irradiance variable list 

No. Variable Description/Instructions 

1. UTC time in POSIXct format 

2. Local time in POSIXct format 

3. Normal beam (direct) irradiance as measured by pyrheliometer, reported in W/m2 

4. Global horizontal irradiance as measured by a pyranometer, reported in kW 

5. Diffuse horizontal irradiance as measured by a pyranometer with shading ball/disk, 

reported in kW 

6. horizontal component of beam radiation, computed via Ebn*cos(zen) reported in kW 
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In addition, meteorological data are also crucial for the test and modification of radiation 

models according to the literature review mentioned above. At all seven locations, 

meteorological instrumentation are co-located with the solar radiation measurement sites. Table 

3-3 lists the extract weather variables used by this thesis project. 

Table 3-3: Weather variable list 

No. Variable Description/Instructions 

1. Total precipitation in last 1 minutes in mm where observations count >= 0 

2. Air Temperature in degrees Celsius 

3. Wet bulb temperature in degrees Celsius 

4. Dew point temperature in degrees Celsius 

5. Relative humidity in percentage % 

6. Average wind speed in last 1 minutes in km/h where observations count >= 0 

7. Highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in last 1 minutes in km/h where observations count 

>= 0 

8. Average direction of wind in last 1 minutes in degrees true where observations count 

>= 0 

9. Highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in last 1 minutes in km/h where observations count 

>= 0 

10. Station level pressure hPa 

After collecting the data, this thesis project utilizes the data to find out the relation between the 

clear-sky index and the diffuse fraction as well as the additional predictors and the diffuse 

fraction. Then the correlation between the considered factors and the diffuse fraction is 

evaluated to select valid predictors for the future model construction. 
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Chapter 4 Methodology

In the phase of model simulation and analysis, correlations between the diffuse fraction and the 

predictor variables in existing models are tested using the collected data. After that figures are 

plotted and the relationship between diffuse radiation fraction and the clear-sky index is 

examined. Then a list of additional variables are presented with graphs and correlations showing 

each of the variables versus the diffuse fraction ratio as well as the clear-sky index. The 

correlation estimates the relative level of how the additional variables are relevant to the diffuse 

fraction ratio and the clear-sky index. This allows one to define whether a variable should be 

included in the new simple Kd~KPV model.  These models will then fitted and tested with error 

rates of the result of the simulation evaluated using basic error and correlation metrics. These 

metrics are Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) and Coefficient of Determination (COD).

4.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN KT AND KPV 

In the paper of Liu and Jordan, KT which represents the ratio of the measured global irradiance 

received by a horizontal surface divided by the horizontal extra-terrestrial, is used to build a 

regression formulation for assessing daily irradiance from hourly observations (Alam, Kaushik, 

& Garg, 2009). In this thesis project, another clear-sky index for PV system KPV is used to 

develop a similar model. KPV is defined as the measured solar output from a PV system divided 

by the simulated clear-sky energy output (Engerer & Mills, KPV: A Clear-Sky Index for 

Photovoltaics, 2014). Figure 4-1 and 4-2 demonstrate the diffuse irradiance fraction verse KT 

and KPV respectively in Melbourne. This provides some justification for the original hypothesis 

that KPV could be used in a diffuse fraction model in a manner similar to KT. This thesis project 

tries to compare the reliability of KT and KPV via constructing models to describe the relation 

between the diffuse fraction and either of these two indexes. If the models made from KPV have 

better or equal performance to those made from KT, it can be concluded how suitable KPV is as 

a predictor of diffuse fraction. 
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Figure 4-1: Diffuse fraction vs. KT in Melbourne 

 
Figure 4-2: Diffuse fraction vs. KPV in Melbourne

4.2 CORRELATION BETWEEN CLEAR-SKY INDEX AND POTENTIAL VARIABLES 

The general relation between the clear-sky index and diffuse fraction ratio has been discussed 

by a few previous researchers. For instance, some researchers, such as Liu & Jordan, present 

the models of the proportion of diffuse radiation that only depends on KT. However, these 

existing models only work when applying on the sites on which the data are based, and they 

also cannot explain the spread in the observed values of Kd. Therefore, it is necessary to 

consider additional variables that may affect diffuse fraction 

Meteorological conditions are potential variable that may influence diffuse fraction ratio. 

Furlan et al propose four main meteorological, conventional factors to establish the model of 

examining diffuse radiation: (a) traditional meteorological variables (air relative humidity %, 

air temperature, surface pressure mb); (b) atmospheric pollution (particulate matter 

concentration at the surface, μgm-3); (c) cloudiness and cloud type; (d) seasonality (Furlan, de 
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Oliveira, Soares, Codato, & Escobedo, 2012). Boland et al consider two additional factors – 

apparent solar time (AST) and a stability index to make a model with better correlations of Kd 

versus KT. In this thesis project, a list of meteorological variables, which are provided in Table 

4-2, are discussed in this thesis project. 

Table 4-1: Potential predictors related to meteorological conditions and their effects on the diffuse fraction 

Additional Predictors Potential Effect on Diffuse Fraction 

Apparent of Solar Time Identify different appearing period of clouds in the 

morning and afternoon 

Total Precipitation in Last 1 Minute High precipitation causes short sunny period, which 

increases the diffuse fraction 

Relatively Humidity Affect light refraction by air 

Station Level Pressure Affect the light refraction by air as well as weather 

condition 

Air Temperature Affect the light refraction by air 

Average Direction of Wind in Last 1 

Minute 

Affect the flowing direction of clouds 

Highest Maximum 3 Sec Wind Gust 

in Last 1 Minute 

Affect the speed of cloud dissipation 

Average Wind Speed in Last 1 

Minute 

Affect the speed of cloud dissipation 

Wet Bulb Temperature Affect the light refraction by air 

These additional predictors are plotted against Kd via using the collected meteorological data, 

and the correlations between these variables and Kd are calculated as well. From the plots and 

correlations, the meteorological variables which are strongly relevant to the diffuse fraction 

ratio are selected. 

In addition, the stability of the clear-sky index is another possible variable that may affect 

diffuse fraction ratio. This thesis project proposes an extra predictor, which is the average of 

both a lag and a lead of the clear-sky index. The stability indexes of KPV and KT are shown in 

Equations 4-1 and 4-2. 

𝛹𝑇 = {

𝐾𝑇(𝑡−1)+𝐾𝑇(𝑡+1)

2
                  𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 < 𝑡 < 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝐾𝑇(𝑡 + 1)                                 𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝐾𝑇(𝑡 − 1)                                  𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

     Equation 4-1 
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𝛹𝑃𝑉 = {

𝐾𝑃𝑉(𝑡−1)+𝐾𝑃𝑉(𝑡+1)

2
                  𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒 < 𝑡 < 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

𝐾𝑃𝑉(𝑡 + 1)                                 𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝐾𝑃𝑉(𝑡 − 1)                                  𝑡 = 𝑠𝑢𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑡

     Equation 4-2 

After calculating the value of the stability, the plots of Kd vs. the stability of both KT and KPV, 

and calculate the correlations of Kd vs. KT as well as Kd vs. KPV are provided in Figures 5-16, 

5-17, A-19 through A-22 in Appendix and Table 5-5. These plots and the corresponding 

correlation values allow one to determine whether to consider the stability of the clear-sky 

index in the new models.

4.3 EXAMINATION OF ERROR RATE 

After the new models are established and tested, it is necessary to evaluate the reliability and 

error rate of each model in order to select the one with best performance. In this thesis project, 

Mean Bias Error (MBE), Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE) and Coefficient of Determination (COD) are used to assess the reliability of each 

model. By evaluating the combined performance of these four indicators, the model that best 

describe the diffuse fraction may be selected. 

The MBE and RMSE are widely used in assessing the performance of solar radiation models, 

and they are usually utilized together to judge whether the model’s performance is acceptable. 

In most cases, a favourable model has an MBE of less than 5% and an RMSE less than 15% 

while an unreasonable model has an MBE over 10% and an RMSE exceeding 20%. MBE and 

RMSE are computed as Equations 4-3 and 4-4. 

MBE =
1

𝑛�̅�
∑ (𝑃𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖)𝑛

𝑖=1      Equation 4-3 

RMSE =
1

�̅�
√

1

𝑛
∑ (𝑃𝑖 − 𝑂𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1      Equation 4-4 

where Pi is a given model estimate, Oi is the observed value at time I, n is the total number of 

observations and �̅� is the mean over all data points. (Engerer, 2014) 

In addition, another two error measurements, which are MAPE and COD, are also introduced 

in this thesis project to analyse the reliability of the new models. They are computed as 

Equations 4-5 and 4-6. Generally, a model with acceptable performance has a small value of 

MAPE but a large value of COD. 
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MAPE =
1

𝑛
∑ |

𝑃𝑖−𝑂𝑖

𝑂𝑖
|𝑛

𝑖=1      Equation 4-5 

COD = 1 −
∑ (𝑂𝑖−𝑃𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑂𝑖−𝑂𝑖̅̅ ̅)2𝑛
𝑖=1

     Equation 4-6 

(Engerer, 2014) 

In the next section, this project evaluates the correlations between the additional predictors and 

the diffuse fraction to select the optimum variables which are used to construct the new models. 
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Chapter 5 Results & Discussion

In this chapter, the relation between the optional variables and the diffuse fraction is explored 

through the production of plots and the computation of the correlations. After that, a selection 

of additional predictor variables relevant to the diffuse fraction, are chosen to establish the new 

models. These new models are then tested to examine the error rate, which help to determine 

the reliability of the new models. 

5.1 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFUSE FRACTION AND KT AS WELL AS KPV 

Figure 5-1 through 5-4 demonstrate the relation between the diffuse fraction and KT as well as 

KPV in Adelaide and Mildura respectively while the plotting result of Melbourne has been 

shown in Section 4.1. Figure 5-5 and 5-6 present Kd vs. KT and Kd vs. KPV respectively in all 

the three regions. Additionally, the correlation between diffuse fraction and KT as well as KPV 

is also exhibited in Table 5-1. According to the plots and the calculated correlations, it is clear 

that KT and KPV have a similar negative correlation with the diffuse fraction, and different 

regions shows similar conditions of Kd vs. KT and Kd vs. KPV, which means that KPV could be 

utilized in a diffuse fraction model in a manner similar to KT in different sites. However, 

apparently, KT seems to be more relevant to the diffuse fraction since the distribution of points 

in the plots of Kd vs. KT is more regular, and the value of correlation between Kd and KT is 

larger.  

 
Figure 5-1: Diffuse fraction vs. KT in Adelaide 
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Figure 5-2: Diffuse fraction vs. KPV in Adelaide 

 
Figure 5-3: Diffuse fraction vs. KT in Mildura 

 
Figure 5-4: Diffuse fraction vs. KPV in Mildura 
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Figure 5-5: Diffuse fraction vs. KT in Melbourne, Adelaide and Mildura 

 
Figure 5-6: Diffuse fraction vs. KPV in Melbourne, Adelaide and Mildura 

Table 5-1: Correlations between diffuse fraction and KT as well as KPV 

Correlations with Diffuse Fraction KT KPV 

Melbourne -0.8521283 -0.7521157 

Adelaide -0.8597152 -0.8129429 

Mildura -0.8483202 -0.6270313 

All the Three Regions -0.8551011 -0.7127141 

5.2 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFUSE FRACTION AND VARIABLES RELATED 

TO METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

In order to test the reliability of each optional variables described in Chapter 4, this thesis project 

utilizes the data collected in Chapter 3 and R programming to plot the relation between the 

diffuse fraction and each potential factors in Melbourne, Adelaide and Mildura. After plotting 

the figures, the correlations between these pairs are then computed to quantize the relations of 
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each pair, according to which several additional variables with best performance are selected to 

build the new models.  

Factors that are directly related to meteorological conditions (such as precipitation) and 

indirectly related to meteorological conditions (such as solar time) are considered first in this 

section. Figure 5-5 through 5-13 exhibit the relation between the diffuse fraction with apparent 

solar time, total precipitation, relative humidity, station level pressure, air temperature, average 

direction of wind, highest maximum 3 sec wind gust, average wind speed, and wet bulb 

temperature respectively in Melbourne. The plots for data from Adelaide and Mildura are quite 

similar to that in Melbourne, and can be found in Figures A-1 through A-18 in Appendix. 

 
Figure 5-7: Diffuse fraction vs. apparent solar time in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-8: Diffuse fraction vs. total precipitation in Melbourne 
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Figure 5-9: Diffuse fraction vs. relative humidity in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-10: Diffuse fraction vs. station level pressure in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-11: Diffuse fraction vs. air temperature in Melbourne 
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Figure 5-12: Diffuse fraction vs. average direction of wind in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-13: Diffuse fraction vs. highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-14: Diffuse fraction vs. average wind speed in Melbourne 
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Figure 5-15: Diffuse fraction vs. wet bulb temperature in Melbourne 

Table 5-2, 5-3 and 5-4 shows the value of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and the 

mentioned meteorological variables in Melbourne, Adelaide and Mildura respectively. A 

positive correlation value means that the pair of variables are positively related while a negative 

correlation value represents a negative correlation. From the tables, it is not difficult to discover 

that all the correlation values, whether negative or positive, are close to 0, which implies that 

none of these meteorological factors have a measurably direct effect on the relation between 

the diffuse fraction and the clear-sky index. Also, the relation of each pair is not clear from the 

plots mentioned above, where the points appears to locate randomly. Thus it seems that all the 

meteorological variables have little relevance to the diffuse fraction in all the three regions, 

which is unexpected. However, if considering the variables deeply, it is still obvious that station 

level pressure and high maximum 3 sec wind gust have relatively higher correlation values than 

other meteorological factors do. For the station level pressure, the correlation value in 

Melbourne is about -0.125, which represents a negative correlation, and the value in Mildura is 

about 0.173, which signifies a positive correlation, although the value in Adelaide is much 

lower, around -0.02. For the high maximum 3 sec wind gust, the correlation value in Adelaide 

is about 0.135, which means a positive correlation, and the value in Mildura is around -0.172, 

which means a negative correlation, although the value in Melbourne is much lower, lower than 

0.02. According to the analysis above, for the meteorological variables, station level pressure 

and high maximum 3 sec wind gust are chosen to be two additional predictors of the new models. 
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Table 5-2: Values of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and each meteorological variable in 

Melbourne 

Type of Meteorological Variables Value of Correlation between Diffuse 

Fraction and Variable 

Apparent Solar Time 0.032623406 

Total Precipitation 0.05525273 

Relative Humidity -0.03906242 

Station Level Pressure -0.1523738 

Air Temperature -0.02656364 

Average Direction of Wind -0.04642981 

Highest Maximum 3 Sec Wind Gust 0.1961006 

Average Wind Speed -0.09110112 

Wet Bulb Temperature -0.05868769 

Table 5-3: Values of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and each meteorological variable in 

Adelaide 

Type of Meteorological Variables Value of Correlation between Diffuse 

Fraction and Variable 

Apparent Solar Time -0.02685334 

Total Precipitation 0.0857097 

Relative Humidity 0.06340115 

Station Level Pressure 0.00702886 

Air Temperature -0.04941581 

Average Direction of Wind 0.08929231 

Highest Maximum 3 Sec Wind Gust 0.137118 

Average Wind Speed 0.0743827 

Wet Bulb Temperature -0.04966988 

Table 5-4: Values of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and each meteorological variable in 

Mildura 

Type of Meteorological Variables Value of Correlation between Diffuse 

Fraction and Variable 

Apparent Solar Time 0.03299169 

Total Precipitation 0.03953081 

Relative Humidity 0.04524931 

Station Level Pressure 0.1662405 

Air Temperature -0.02332668 
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Type of Meteorological Variables Value of Correlation between Diffuse 

Fraction and Variable 

Average Direction of Wind -0.04991293 

Highest Maximum 3 Sec Wind Gust -0.002764384 

Average Wind Speed 0.00999586 

Wet Bulb Temperature -0.171226 

5.3 CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFUSE FRACTION AND STABILITY INDEXES 

Stability of the cleat-sky index is judged in this section. Figure 5-14 and 5-15 display the 

relation between the diffuse fraction with the stability indexes of KT and KPV respectively in 

Melbourne. The plotting result of conditions in Adelaide and Mildura is demonstrated in Figure 

A-19 through A-22 in Appendix. Virtually, the plots of Kd vs. stability of clear-sky index in 

three regions are alike. 

 
Figure 5-16: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KT in Melbourne 

 
Figure 5-17: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KPV in Melbourne 
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Table 5-5 demonstrates the value of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and the 

stability index of KT and KPV in Melbourne, Adelaide and Mildura respectively. From the plots 

above, it is obvious that both the stability of KT and KPV are strongly relevant to the diffuse 

fraction. With the assistance of the correlation values, it is also not difficult to discover that the 

stability of KPV has a negative correlation with the diffuse fraction, since the values are close to 

-1. However, the value of the correlations between the diffuse fraction and the stability of KT 

is not as large as expected. Generally, the stability of the clear-sky index is considered as 

another additional predictor from the analysis of the plots and the correlation values. 

Table 5-5: Values of correlations between stability indexes of clear-sky index 

Region Correlation between Diffuse 

Fraction and  Stability Index of KT 

Correlations between Diffuse 

Fraction and Stability Index of KPV 

Melbourne -0.3403383 -0.8467175 

Adelaide -0.2325393 -0.7879978 

Mildura -0.07303372 -0.8150785 

5.4 CONSTRUCTION OF NEW MODELS 

According to the analysis in Section 5.1, station level pressure, high maximum 3 sec wind gust 

and stability of clear-sky index are selected to the additional predictors helping to describe the 

relation between the diffuse fraction and the clear-sky index. In this thesis project, three 

different types of models are made for both KT and KPV, which are provided in Table 5-6. Since 

the stability index is more relevant to the diffuse fraction than the meteorological factors, the 

models based on the clear-sky index and the stability index are first established, and then 

according to the priority of the correlation with the diffuse fraction, the two chosen 

meteorological variables are added in the new models. In addition, the pure relations between 

the diffuse fraction and KT as well as KPV without additional predictors are also presented as 

control group. 

Table 5-6: Model types for KT and KPV 

Model Type KPV KT 

No additional predictor Model I Model V 

With stability index Model II Model VI 

With stability index and high maximum 3 sec wind gust Model III Model VII 

With stability index, high maximum 3 sec wind gust and 

station level pressure 

Model IV Model VIII 
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The fitting of the various new models was completed by the thesis supervisor using combined 

data from all the three sites, according to the model variables selected from the work in the 

previous sections. These new models are then plotted via R programming. Generally, the global 

formula that describes the relation between the diffuse fraction and the clear-sky index is 

presented as Equation 5-1. 

𝐾𝑑_𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝐶 +
𝐶−𝐴

1+𝛽0×exp (𝛽1+𝛽2×𝑥1+𝛽3×𝑥2+𝛽4×𝑊𝐺𝑆+𝛽5×𝑆𝐿𝑃)
     Equation 5-1 

(Engerer, 2014) 

where Kd_est is the diffuse fraction, C is the value of the lower asymptote, A is the value of the 

upper asymptote which is usually set as 1, β0, β1, β2, β3, β4 and β5 are the coefficients which are 

determined by regression, x1 is the clear-sky index which is either KT or KPV, x2 is the stability 

index of either KT or KPV, WGS is the value of highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in last 1 

minute in Km/h, SLP is the value of station level pressure in hPa. Table 5-7 exhibits the 

coefficients of all the new models’ formulas. 

Table 5-7: Formulas of Models 

Model C β0 β1 x1 β2 x2 β3 β4 β5 

I -0.0188 1 -4.2881 KPV 5.8805 sigKPV 0 0 0 

II -0.0947 1 -4.5949 KPV 3.5816 sigKPV 2.474 0 0 

III -0.1013 1 -4.3124 KPV 3.5059 sigKPV 2.4244 -0.0106 0 

IV -0.1067 1 -0.9131 KPV 3.4788 sigKPV 2.4181 -1.2357 -3.35 

V 0.179 1 -6.5022 KT 12.5886 sigKT 0 0 0 

VI 0.1781 1 -6.4363 KT 12.4646 sigKT 2.014E-5 0 0 

VII 0.1784 1 -6.448 KT 12.4756 sigKT 1.946E-5 0.0345 0 

VIII 0.1774 1 0.3686 KT 12.3542 sigKT 0.0063 -0.6115 -6.6361 

where sigKPV and sigKT are the stability of KPV and KT respectively. 

Figure 5-18 through 5-25 show the examination result of each of the eight new models. In these 

figures, black points are the real data while the blue points are the result of model test. From 

the graphs, it is clear that the test result of KPV models with additional predictors covers a more 

significant portion of the observed conditions than the KT models with extra predictors, which 

implies that the KPV models cover much more practical characteristics of solar irradiance 

received by the ground. Therefore, the KPV models are able to explain and predict the general 

relation between the diffuse fraction and KPV better than the KT models. Oppositely, the 
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simulation result of the KT models appear to be a single curve, which cannot cover numerous 

real-life conditions. 

 
Figure 5-18: Kd vs. KPV of Model I 

 
Figure 5-19: Kd vs. KPV of Model II 

 
Figure 5-20: Kd vs. KPV of Model III 
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Figure 5-21: Kd vs. KPV of Model IV 

 
Figure 5-22: Kd vs. KT of Model V 

 
Figure 5-23: Kd vs. KT of Model VI 
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Figure 5-24: Kd vs. KT of Model VII 

 
Figure 5-25: Kd vs. KT of Model VIII 

Table 5-8 shows each of the eight models’ error rates, which includes Mean Bias Error (MBE), 

Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE), Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Coefficient of 

Determination (COD). As mentioned in Section 4.3, in most cases, an acceptable model has an 

MBE of less than 5%, an RMSE less than 15%, an MAPE within low level and a COD with 

value close to 1 while an unreasonable model has an MBE over 10%, an RMSE exceeding 20% 

a large MAPE and a COD much smaller than 1. According to the value in the table, it is obvious 

that the models based on KPV have a much better performance than those based on KT since the 

MBE, MAPE and RMSE values of the KPV models are smaller than those of the KT models, 

and the difference between the COD values of the KPV models and 1 are less than 0.05 while 

the difference between the COD values of the KT models and 1 are larger than 0.25. Also, the 

additional predictors, which are station level pressure and high maximum 3 sec wind gust, 

improve the accuracy of the KPV models’ prediction, but such improvement on the KT models 

is extremely limited.  
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Table 5-8: Error rates of each model 

Model MBE MAPE RMSE COD 

I (KPV) 0.007506553 0.5778371 0.2352542 0.9750829 

V (KT) 0.008437753 0.3875321 0.2910959 0.6863097 

II (KPV) 0.005550986 0.5110217 0.2111423 0.98881 

VI (KT) 0.01071117 0.3868517 0.2713006 0.7290441 

III (KPV) 0.004865763 0.5016065 0.2096793 0.9889645 

VII (KT) 0.01071169 0.3871443 0.2714349 0.7291319 

IV (KPV) 0.004909698 0.4972958 0.209008 0.989035 

VIII (KT) 0.01071718 0.3825273 0.2706622 0.7306718 

As a result, Model IV is selected to be the optimum model to explain the relation between the 

diffuse fraction and the clear-sky index in this thesis project since it has the lowest value of 

MAPE and RMSE and the highest value of COD. Although the MBE of this model is not the 

smallest and the RMSE value is still over 20%, the new KPV model still has a satisfying 

performance if used in simple simulation. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusions & Further Work 

This thesis project has established a new simple model to describe the correlation between the 

diffuse fraction and the clear-sky index through the use of the new index for photovoltaic KPV.  

This was accomplished via the collection of data from solar radiation monitoring sites 

maintained by the Bureau of Meteorology and nearby PV systems, the characteristics of the PV 

output systems, and the meteorological records of the solar data resource. This project has 

shown that the measured power output from PV systems may be used as an easy and cost-

effective way to estimate the diffuse fraction of the solar radiation via the new models presented 

herein.  

However, there is still work to be completed to further establish the reliability of this model. 

Firstly, the accuracy of the new KPV model is still need improving because of the unfavourable 

Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) value which should have been less than 15%. Secondly, the 

computation results demonstrate that the correlation between the diffuse fraction and the 

meteorological variables affecting cloudiness is extremely limited, which implies that these 

meteorological predictors appear to influence the diffuse fraction not directly but indirectly. 

Since the aim of this thesis project was to establish a simple model, we believe these initial 

results are quite acceptable. 

Future research will focus on two major areas. One is to consider other potential factors that 

may affect the diffuse fraction. By introducing and investigating extra variables, error rates may 

be further reduced with the assistance of the supplementary predictors. Also, the new model 

can utilize a more complicated form, which may help to increase the accuracy of the model. 

The other one is to apply the new model to other regions to test its applicability. If the model is 

proved to be applicable to other sites, it is possible to estimate solar radiation measurements in 

a region without pyranometer, and this progress will also help to save budget on costly radiation 

stations. 
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Appendix A 

 
Figure A- 1: Diffuse fraction vs. apparent solar time in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 2: Diffuse fraction vs. apparent solar time in Mildura 
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Figure A- 3: Diffuse fraction vs. total precipitation in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 4: Diffuse fraction vs. total precipitation in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 5: Diffuse fraction vs. relative humidity in Adelaide 
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Figure A- 6: Diffuse fraction vs. relative humidity in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 7: Diffuse fraction vs. station level pressure in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 8: Diffuse fraction vs. station level pressure in Mildura 
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Figure A- 9: Diffuse fraction vs. air temperature in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 10: Diffuse fraction vs. air temperature in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 11: Diffuse fraction vs. average direction of wind in Adelaide 
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Figure A- 12: Diffuse fraction vs. average direction of wind in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 13: Diffuse fraction vs. highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 14: Diffuse fraction vs. highest maximum 3 sec wind gust in Mildura 
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Figure A- 15: Diffuse fraction vs. average wind speed in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 16: Diffuse fraction vs. average wind speed in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 17: Diffuse fraction vs. wet bulb temperature in Adelaide 
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Figure A- 18: Diffuse fraction vs. wet bulb temperature in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 19: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KT in Adelaide 

 
Figure A- 20: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KPV in Adelaide 
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Figure A- 21: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KT in Mildura 

 
Figure A- 22: Diffuse fraction vs. stability index of KPV in Mildura 
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 Table A- 1: PV Output Data in Melbourne 
#id sid start_date arr_ra

ting 

orient

ation 

tilt no_m

od 

mod_

rating 

mod_

type 

mod_m

atch 

shading

_five 

no_in

vert 

invert_r

ating 

invert_

match 

postc

ode 

lat lon alt precis

ion 

report_i

ntvl 

19093 16940 20110604 1520 0 25 8 190 16 110 1 1 2000 335 3049 -37.6671 144.885 113 1 300 

2389 1797 20110502 3040 45 22.5 16 190 3 130 2 1 3000 416 3043 -37.6881 144.8827 113 1 300 

908 713 20101216 4995 -45 23.5 27 185 24 326 1 1 4600 338 3059 -37.6403 144.8811 113 1 300 

1155 899 20110303 3885 45 22.5 21 185 99 326 1 1 5000 314 3049 -37.6578 144.921 113 1 300 

29455 26989 20140203 4160 45 22 16 260 1 489 1 1 4000 312 3038 -37.7256 144.8114 113 1 300 

28043 25681 20131219 2080 45 22 8 260 99 489 1 1 2000 335 3038 -37.7256 144.8114 113 1 300 

9060 7468 20120414 3000 0 22.5 12 250 99 281 1 1 3600 310 3023 -37.7103 144.7404 113 1 300 

10231 8351 20120904 3000 0 22.5 12 250 2 281 2 1 4000 312 3043 -37.6881 144.8827 113 1 600 

10231 28317 20140403 2000 45 22.5 8 250 15 281 1 1 2500 336 3043 -37.6881 144.8827 113 1 600 

13124 11034 20121016 4960 0 21 20 248 1 486 1 1 5000 314 3037 -37.6918 144.7604 113 1 600 

3012 2313 20110611 4560 45 24 24 190 99 110 1 2 5000 314 3076 -37.6335 145.0147 113 3 300 

1612 1228 20110304 2100 0 27 12 175 99 325 1 1 3000 307 3044 -37.7242 144.9323 113 1 300 

8676 7043 20120330 3000 0 1 12 250 99 281 2 1 3000 307 3058 -37.7342 144.9666 113 3 300 

1700 14208 20121205 1239 0 22 7 177 99 271 1 1 1000 305 3058 -37.7342 144.9666 113 3 600 

1997 1495 20110310 1505 0 28 7 215 12 470 1 1 1500 334 3058 -37.7342 144.9666 113 3 1800 

2657 3280 20120718 2090 0 40 11 190 15 130 2 1 2000 335 3056 -37.7596 144.9528 113 1 600 

13460 11347 20120904 5000 90 23 20 250 2 281 2 1 4600 314 3040 -37.7567 144.8962 113 1 300 

21085 18971 20130428 4940 0 30 8 260 99 489 1 1 4600 314 3058 -37.7511 144.9759 113 1 300 

19619 17466 20130320 1500 0 22.5 6 250 99 281 1 1 1500 334 3032 -37.7759 144.9034 113 3 300 

3522 2740 20110702 3570 45 1 42 85 99 88 1 1 4000 312 3032 -37.7752 144.9162 113 1 300 

1628 1297 20110304 4830 45 24.5 21 230 13 223 3 1 4600 314 3072 -37.7388 145.0039 113 1 300 

11266 9271 20100923 4915 0 20 9 235 25 453 2 1 4600 314 3072 -37.7388 145.0039 113 1 300 

10512 11169 20120815 5000 0 25 20 250 2 281 2 1 4600 314 3072 -37.7388 145.0039 113 1 600 

2996 2297 20110619 4940 0 25 26 190 99 110 1 1 4600 314 3073 -37.7164 145.0067 113 1 300 

3055 2347 20110614 3885 90 25 21 185 3 326 1 1 4000 312 3073 -37.7164 145.0067 113 1 300 

13824 11686 20120915 3000 90 25 12 250 15 281 1 1 3000 307 3071 -37.7595 145 113 1 300 
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Table A- 2: PV Output Data in Adelaide 

#id sid start_date arr_rating orientat

ion 

tilt no_mod mod_rating shading

_five 

no_in

vert 

invert_rating postcode lat lon alt precision report_in

tvl 

3908 3124 20110729 2500 45 26 10 250 1 1 3000 5045 -34.9769 138.5341 2 1 300 

27311 25000 20131121 5320 0 1 28 139 1 1 4600 5044 -34.9861 138.531 2 1 300 

8244 7005 20120328 3040 0 30 16 190 2 1 3000 5045 -34.9789 138.5205 2 1 300 

10045 8193 20120516 1520 0 20 8 190 1 1 1500 5045 -34.9787 138.5212 2 3 300 

25927 23643 20131009 2200 0 20 20 99.1 1 1 2500 5045 -34.9787 138.5212 2 3 300 

22073 19956 20130504 10000 0 26 40 250 3 1 10000 5045 -34.9787 138.5212 2 3 300 

6944 5550 20120810 5130 -45 35 27 190 1 1 4600 5038 -34.9669 138.5537 2 3 300 

5551 4423 20111010 5170 0 22.5 22 169 1 1 4600 5043 -34.987 138.5647 2 1 300 

24444 22271 20130630 6000 0 20 24 250 1 1 4600 5043 -34.987 138.5647 2 1 300 

2534 1921 20110511 3990 0 22.5 21 139 2 1 4000 5043 -34.987 138.5647 2 1 300 

3671 2874 20111029 5000 0 25 20 181 2 1 4600 5037 -34.9563 138.5526 2 1 300 

5184 4118 20111007 3040 0 30 16 190 1 1 3000 5038 -34.9729 138.5478 2 1 300 

9583 7768 20130107 5000 45 30 25 200 1 1 6000 5037 -34.9545 138.5512 2 3 600 

4988 3940 20111001 4320 0 25 22 190 1 1 4600 5039 -34.9717 138.5778 2 1 300 

9076 7394 20120616 3000 0 30 12 183 1 1 3000 5039 -34.9717 138.5778 2 1 300 

1346 1493 20110403 5700 0 22.5 30 139 1 1 6000 5042 -34.9989 138.5703 2 1 300 

9969 8120 20120505 4840 0 22 22 220 1 1 5100 5047 -35.0184 138.5412 2 1 300 

10402 8496 20120529 4230 0 30 18 235 2 1 4000 5035 -34.9487 138.5739 2 1 300 

10984 9011 20120619 1480 -90 22.5 8 185 1 1 1550 5034 -34.9528 138.5913 2 3 300 

3906 3070 20110827 2100 0 22.5 12 175 1 1 2300 5048 -35.0185 138.5237 2 3 300 

17309 15107 20130104 2940 0 20 12 176.4 1 1 3000 5048 -35.0185 138.5237 2 3 300 

17928 16385 20130211 3000 0 13 12 182 2 1 3000 5033 -34.9325 138.5569 2 1 600 

1016 792 20110105 4560 0 25 24 190 1 1 4000 5032 -34.9262 138.5437 2 3 300 

5023 3975 20110920 3800 0 30 20 190 1 1 4000 5048 -35.0185 138.5237 2 3 300 

9336 12028 20120925 3500 0 30 14 183 1 1 3600 5048 -35.0185 138.5237 2 3 300 
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Table A- 3: PV Output Data in Mildura Airport 

#id sid start_date arr_rating orientat

ion 

tilt no_m

od 

mod_

rating 

shading

_five 

no_in

vert 

invert_r

ating 

postc

ode 

lat lon alt precis

ion 

report

_intvl 

15238 14480 20130131 4410 45 25 18 180 1 2 4200 3501 -34.252 142.1021 50 1 600 

22864 20752 20130622 1360 0 24 8 170 1 2 1250 3500 -34.2151 142.1169 50 1 600 

29768 27263 20140221 5500 -45 1 22 250 1 2 4600 3500 -34.2151 142.1169 50 1 300 

26829 24537 20121217 3000 0 22.5 12 183 1 1 3000 3500 -34.2151 142.1169 50 1 600 

22548 20440 20130615 6500 0 22.5 26 183 2 2 6000 3500 -34.2151 142.1169 50 1 86400 

1863 1403 20110324 3040 90 22.5 16 139 1 N/A N/A 2739 -34.1704 142.1921 50 1 600 

3745 2943 20110803 2160 0 22.5 12 180 3 2 2000 3505 -34.1625 142.0357 50 1 300 

1425 1092 20110217 3075 0 30 15 205 2 2 3000 3505 -34.1755 142.1306 50 1 600 
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